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The concept of the multiplicity of a system of parameters of a local ring has

played a central role in algebraic geometry. Recently the subject has received a

homological treatment by Serre [7] and Auslander and Buchsbaum [1]. Also the

notion of multiplicity has been generalized to a general multiplicity theory of

Wright [8]. The general multiplicity can be thought of as follows: If R is a com-

mutative Noetherian ring, if xx,..., xs is a set of elements of R satisfying the

condition that R/(xu..., xs) has finite length, and if £ is a finitely generated

F-module, then a symbol eB(xj,..., xs\ E) is defined taking its values in the

integers. The general multiplicity symbol is then a map from the category of

finitely generated i?-modules to the integers.

A fundamental property of the map eR(xu ..., xs\ E) is additivity on exact

sequences; it is an Euler-Poincare map. This suggests that Grothendieck groups

may be an appropriate setting in which to define and study the multiplicity map.

We do this in this paper. If R is a commutative Noetherian ring and xx,...,x, is

any set of elements of R we define a multiplicity symbol yb(x1( ..., xs) which turns

out to be a homomorphism from the Grothendieck group of the category of

finitely generated /^-modules to the Grothendieck group of the category of finitely

generated modules over R/ix^..., x3). This amounts to a generalization of the

general multiplicity theory in that we need not assume Ä/fe,..., xs) has finite

length. However it poses the problem of finding appropriate statements about

Grothendieck groups in which to express properties of multiplicities. This can

usually be done and the proofs of these properties, since they depend upon general

properties of Grothendieck groups, become simpler and more transparent.

This paper is divided into three sections. In §1 we define the multiplicity map and

prove many of its fundamental properties. In §2 we define the Hilbert function

taking values in a Grothendieck group and explore the relation between it and the

multiplicity map. In §3 we present some miscellaneous results.

Throughout this paper R will denote a commutative Noetherian ring with unit.

By module we will always mean a finitely generated unitary module. If ^ is an

abelian category we denote the Grothendieck group of # by K°(<£). For our pur-

poses % is usually the category of all finitely generated i?-modules. In this special
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case we denote the Grothendieck group by K(R). If £ is a module in ft let [£]

denote the class of E in K°(&). It is well known that the set {[R/P] \ P prime in R}

is a set of generators of K(R). We let Z(R) be the subgroup of K(R) generated by the

set {[R/P] I height P>0} and define D(R) to be the free abelian group with basis

{<£> I height P=0}. Then K(R) = D(R) ®Z(R).

1. The general multiplicity map. In this section we define the general multiplicity

map using the Koszul complex as in [1] and generalize appropriately its well-known

properties which are found in [8].

Suppose Xi, ...,x, are elements of R and let /=(xi,..., x3). The general

multiplicity map will be denoted by xr(xi, •••>*») and "will be a homomorphism of

K(R) into K(RjI). If E is an i?-module then Ex:1.s denotes the Koszul complex

of £ generated by xx.xs see [1, §1] and //;(£*:!.s) denotes the ith homology

module of the Koszul complex. Then Hi(Ex:1.s)=0 for /<0 and i>s and

I Ht(Ex:1.s) = 0 for i=0, 1,..., s [1, Proposition 1.5, p. 628]. So Hi(Ex l.s) is

a module over R/I. Define

Xr(Xu...,xs):K(R)^K(R/I)

by xr(xi, ■ ■ •, *s)[£] = 2i=o (— l)'[#i(£*:i.«)]• This map is well defined by the

exact homology sequence established in [1, Proposition 1.5, p. 628]. If s=0 define

Xr(-)'- K(R) -* K(R) to be the identity map. The case s=0 is a useful convention

in what follows. We have the following propositions.

1.1. Proposition. Let xu...,xs be elements of R. If it is a permutation of

1,..., s then

Xr{x^i, • • ■, xaj) = Xr(xi, • •., xs).

1.2. Proposition. Ifx\E=Q for some n thenxRixu ■ ■., xs)[E] = 0 [1, Proposition

3.2, p. 635].

1.3. Proposition. If xx is not a zero-divisor on E then xr(xi, ■ ■ ■, xs)[E] =

XRix^iXz, ■ ■ ■, *"s)[£/*i£], where x2,...,xs are the images of x2,..., xs in R/XxR

and Xrixir(x2, ..., xs): KiR/XiR) -* K(R/I) [1, Proposition 3.2, p. 635].

1.4. Proposition. xr{xu ■ ■ x&)[E} = xrixir{x2, ..., xs)[x\EIx\*1E] for all n

sufficiently large [1, Proof of Theorem 3.3, p. 636].

1.5. Corollary. If x is an element of R then in K{RjxR) we have [xnE/xn + 1E]

= [E/xE] — [(0:x)E]for all n sufficiently large.

Proof. [x«Elx» + 'E] = xr(x)[E] = [H0(EX)] - [HtfJ] = [E/xE]- [(0: x)E].

Putting Proposition 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 together we obtain the following

theorem.

1.6. Theorem. Let I=(xu ..., x$). Then

Xr(xu ..., xs)[E] = xrixir(x2, ■ ■ ■, Xs^E/x^-xruAxh, ■.., xsW-Xi)E],

where x2,..., xs are the images of x2,..., xs in R/x1R and

Xrixir(x2, ..-,xs): KiR/x.R) -> K(R/I).
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We have defined a multiplicity map in terms of the Koszul complex, but we see

that Theorem 1.6 and the following Corollary 1.7 embody the inductive definition

of multiplicity as found in [8].

1.7. Corollary. We have

Xr(xi, .-.,xs) = xrixAx2> ■ ■ ■■.xs)-Xr{x1).

Further

Xr(Xi, . ■ ., Xs)  = XRKxi.xs - i)(*s) ' XRKX!.x„)(*s-l)" " 'Xr(xi),

where xt is the image of xt in R/(xu ...,         Still further, ifO^n^s then

Xr(X\, . . ., Xs) = XRHxi.x„)C*n+l> • • •! Xs)'Xb(x1> • • •> xn)>

where xn+1,..., xs are the images of xn+1,..., xs in Rl(xu xn).

Thus we have defined a general multiplicity taking values in a Grothendieck

group and have shown that some important properties of this multiplicity depend

in no way upon the condition that R/1 have finite length. It is easy enough to see how

to define the ordinary multiplicity in terms of xr(xi, ■ ■ ■, xs). For suppose we are in

the case where I={xu ..., xs) and Rjl has finite length. Then it is known that

K(RjI) is isomorphic to D(R/I). In fact, if Mu ..., Mk are the maximal ideals of R

containing /, then MJI,..., Mk/I are exactly the prime ideals of Rjl, and they are

all of height zero in R/I. So K(R/I) is the free abelian group with basis [R/M^,...,

[R/Mk]. Now we define a map / from K(R/I) to the integers Z to be the length

function; i.e., if £ is a module over R/I then l[E]=LR(E). Then the map / is just the

unique map from K(R/I) to Z which takes the value 1 on each basis element

[RIMt),i=\....,k.
We shall denote the ordinary multiplicity by eÄ(xl5..., xs \ E) and define it by

eB(x!,,.., x, I E) = Ixr(x1, ..., xs)[E]. It is easily seen that this definition coincides

with that of [1] and [8] and its properties can be derived from our multiplicity

XrIx1' ■ • •> •*«)•

It is often the case that properties of the multiplicity map eB(xu ..., xs | E) are

stated in terms of length. To prove these properties for xr(xi, • • •, xs) we must find

generalizations which we can prove in terms of Grothendieck groups. The first

such property is a generalization of the inequalities 0^ eR(xu ...,x, \ E)^LB(E/IE).

Observe that if Rjl has finite length then a module E over Rjl goes into the " positive

orthant" in K{RjI); i.e., [E] = nl[RIM1]+ ■ ■ ■ +nk[RjMk], where n^O for

f-1,...,*.

1.8. Proposition. For every R-module E there exists a module E over Rjl such that

Xr(xi, ..., xs)[E] = [E]. Furthermore, £ can be taken to be a homomorphic image of

E/IE.

Proof. Proceed by induction on s, using Proposition 1.4 for both s=l and the

induction step.
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1.9. Corollary. If E is an R-module such that E=IE then xr(*u • • •> xs)[E] = 0.

1.10. Proposition. If E is an R-module offinite length then xr(*u ■■■> xs)[E] = 0.

Proof. It suffices to prove the proposition for simple modules. This is trivial

using Theorem 1.6.

Now we wish to generalize a familiar property of multiplicities found in [1,

Proposition 4.4, p. 642]. First observe that if ^ and c€' are abelian categories and r€

is a subcategory of c€' then there is a map A: K°(^>) -» K°(^') induced by the

inclusion functor # -» e€'. This induced map A is not necessarily monic.

1.11. Theorem. Let J=(xu ..., xi7..., xs), J'=(xlt ..., x[,..., xs), and 1=

(x1,...,xix'i,...,xs). Then I^J and I^J'. Let A: K(R/J) -> K(R/I) and A':

K(R/J') -> K(R/I) be the maps induced by the inclusion functors. Then

XB(xu      xsl, ...,xs) = Xxr(Xi, ...,xt,...,x,) + A'xßOi,..., x't,..., xs).

Proof. By Proposition 1.1 we can assume i= 1. Let t: K(RlxxR) -> KiR/x^R)

and t': K(R/x[R) -» HR/x^R) be the maps induced by the inclusion functors.

Now the following sequence is exact over R/x^R for any i?-module E:

0 -» (0: xt)B -> (0: x^W -> (0: x\)E -> E\x^E -> E\xxx\E -» E\x\E -> 0.

So in KiR/xxx'xR) we have

[E/x^E] - [(0:x^'Jz] = r[E/XlE] - r[(0:*,)*] + t'[E\x\E\- r'[(0:x\)E\

Using Theorem 1.6 it suffices to show the following diagram and a similar one with

t' and A' commutes:

K(R\xxR) -U KiR/x^R)

XR!xir{X2> ■ ■ •> *s) ir w XR/xi*iR(*2> • • •> *s)

£(/?//) —*cr//)
A

But this is straightforward from the definitions.

1.12. Corollary. Let n1(. .., ns 6e positive integers, letJ=(x1,..., xs), anc? /c?r

/=(;c?»,..., Xss). Let A: K{RjJ) -> K(R/I) be the map induced by the inclusion func-

tor. Then XrW1, • ..,x?°) = n1- • -nsAxs(xi,..., xs).

We wish to look now at an important property of the multiplicity map. Let

O: R -» 5 be a ring homomorphism and suppose 5 is a flat /^-module. Then we

obtain a homomorphism $*: K(R) -> K(S) induced by the exact functor • ®RS. If

/ is an ideal in R then we obtain Ö: R/I^ 5/0(7). If S/<t>(I) is a flat Ä/7-module we

obtain ^*:K(R/I) -> K(S/®(I)).
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1.13. Theorem. Under the above hypotheses with I={xu ..., xs) the following

diagram is commutative:

cb*
K(R) -► K(S)

XR(xlf ...,x,) I Xs(®xu 0>xs)

K(R/I) -=^> K(Smi))

Proof. Use the definitions of the maps together with the fact that Hi(Ex:1.s)

is isomorphic to H^E 0BS)OX:1.s) for all f.

In particular, Theorem 1.13 implies that multiplicity commutes with localization.

If S is a multiplicatively closed set in R then Rs is a flat Ä-module. We let

Ts: K(R) -> K(RS) denote the induced homomorphism. If S is the complement in R

of a prime ideal P we shall also use TP to stand for Ts. We can then obtain as a

corollary to Theorem 1.13 the "Localization Principle" found in [8, Theorem 3,

p. 277].

1.14. Corollary. Let I=(xu ..., xs) and suppose R/I has finite length. Let

Mu ..., Mk be the maximal ideals of R containing I and let <I>(: R -> RMi be the

natural map. Then

k

xr(xi, . ..,xs)[E] = ^ XnUi(®iXi, ®iXs)[EMt].
i = i

Proof. We have K(R/I) is isomorphic to ®ki = iK{RMJIRu) and each map

TMl: K(R/I) -> K(RMJIRMl) is a projection associated with the direct sum. Thus,

using Theorem 1.13,

fc

Xr(Xi,      xs)[E] = ^ TMiXR.(Xi,. ■ .,x,)[E]
i = i

k

( = 1

Now we wish to prove a generalization of the Associative Law for multiplicities.

The form of the Associative Law we wish to generalize is that found in [8, Theorem

5, p. 285]. It can be stated as follows: Let l—(xi, ■ ■ ■, xs) and suppose R/I has

finite length. Let O^n^s and let P1,...,Pk be the minimal prime ideals of

(xi,..., xn). Let «IV R -> RPt and i/it: R -> R/Pt be the natural maps. Then

k

eR(xu ..., x, I E) = 2 eBri(<biXi,®{xn \ £P,)es/Pl('/'i*n+i,..., fax, | R/Pt).
t=i

There are several ways the Associative Law can be generalized to Grothendieck

groups. We shall state two ways, the first of which is Theorem 1.15. Recall that if J

is an ideal in R a set of generators for K(R/J) is {[R/P] | P prime, P^J}. Now

Theorem 1.15 is an easy consequence of Corollary 1.7.
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1.15. Theorem. Let 05«5s and let xr(xi, ■ ■ ■, *»)[•£] = 2p mP[R/P] in

K(R/(xu ..., xn)), where the summation ranges over primes P containing {xu ..., xn).

Then

Xr{xu .. .,xs)[E] = 2 'MpXb/pGMWi,<l>Pxs)[R/P],
p

where i/ip : R -> R/P is the natural map and

XP: K(R/(P, xn+1,..., xs)) -+ K(R/(Xl,xs))

is the map induced by the inclusion functor.

If we wish to involve the localization at the primes P in the Associative Law and

identify the integers mP we must confine our attention to minimal primes of the

ideal (xlt..., xn). We develop a second generalization from this point of view.

1.16. Lemma. Let I=(xu ..., xs). If p belongs to Z(R) then xr(xu ■ ■ ■, xs)p

belongs to Z(R/I).

Proof. Proceeding by induction on s we see by Corollary 1.7 that it suffices to

consider the case j=»l. In this case, by definition of Z(R), it suffices to show if Q

is a prime in R and height Q>0 then xr(x)[R/Q] belongs to Z(R/xR). If x is in Q

then Xr(x)WQ] = Q by Proposition 1.2. So suppose x is not in Q. Then x is not

a zero-divisor on Q and Xr(x)[R/Q] = [R/Q + xR]- Let P be a prime in R/xR which

belongs to Supp (R/Q+xR) and let P be the preimage of P. Then P^ Q so height P

> height Q > 0. By the Krull Principal Ideal Theorem, P is not a minimal prime

of xR. Thus height P>0, completing the proof.

1.17. Proposition. Let Pu .. .,Pk be the height zero primes of R. Then

k

Xr(xu ..., xs)[E] = ^LRPt(Epl)xr(xi, ■ ■   x,)[R/Pt] + p,
i = i

where p belongs to Z(R/I).

Proof. In K(R), [E]=2UiLBpt(EP)[R/Pt]+p', where P' belongs to Z(R). Now

apply xr(xu ■ ■., xs) to both sides and use Lemma 1.16.

The following corollary is actually a generalization of the Associative Law for

the special case n=0.

1.18. Corollary. Let P1,...,Pk be the primes of R of height zero and let

i/>i: R -> R/Pi be the natural map. Then we have

k

Xr(xu . ..,x,)[E] = 2 [Ept] ® Xrip^Xu ■ ■   <Pixs)[RIPi] + P,
i = i

where p belongs to Z(R/I).

Proof. We must note where this tensor product is taking place. Now [EPi] is an

element of K(RPt) which is infinite cyclic generated by [RPJPtRPl]. Also

XmFtöhXu-;M[R/Pi]
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is in K(R/I) and so the tensor product is in K(RP/) ®ZK(R/I), which is isomorphic

to K(R/I). With these identifications, Corollary 1.18 is a slight modification of

Proposition 1.17.

The following theorem is a generalization of the Associative Law for O^n^s.

Recall if R/I has finite length then Z(R/I) = 0.

1.19. Theorem. Let l—(xu ..., xs) and suppose O^n^s. Let P1,...,Pk be the

minimal primes of (xu ..., xn). Let Ot: R -> RPi and ^: R^- R/Pt be the natural

maps. Then

k

Xb(*1, • •     XS)[E] = 2 XRPl(®iXl, ®iXn)[EPi] <g) XRIP^iXn+U ■■; >PiXs)[R/Pi] + P,
i = l

where p belongs to Z(R/I).

Proof. Again we must see where this tensor product is taking place. Now

xrPi(®ixi, • • •» ̂ iX^lEp,] is an element of K(RPJ(xu ..., xn)RPl) which is infinite

cyclic. Also XriPiitiXn+i, • • •> ̂ iXs)[RIPA is an element of K(R/I). So the tensor

product is KiRpJix,,..., xn)RP) ®ZK(R/I) which is isomorphic to K(R/I). Now

we use respectively Corollary 1.7, Corollary 1.18, and Theorem 1.13. Then

Xr(xu      xs)[E] = xrkxi.*„)(*„+1, • •   x^xaix-l,xn)[E]

k

= 27M«(*i> ..., xn)[E] (g> xb/PiW^n+l! • • •> >PiXs)[R/Pi] + P
i = l

k

= 2 XRpf^tXt, ®lXn)[EPl] ® XW^»+1. ■ ■;M[R/Pl] + P-
( = 1

Having finished our treatment of the Associative Law we would like to be able to

calculate the kernel of xr(xi, ■ ■ ■, xs). Although this seems to be difficult in general,

we can derive some partial results which, as usual, are most impressive when R/I

has finite length. We need some preliminary results. If R is a local ring with maxi-

mal ideal M define dim R = height M. Then dim R is called the Krull dimension of R.

1.20. Proposition. Let Rbe a local ring with maximal ideal M and let xu ..., xs

be elements of M. Let 1= (xx,..., xs) and suppose R/I has finite length. IfP is prime

in R then Xr(xi, ■ ■ ■, xs)[R/P]^0 if, and only if, 5 = dim R/P.

Note. Since R/I has finite length, j St dim 52: dim R/P. If s = dim R/P then

height P=0.

Proof. Let </c R^- R/P be the natural map. Suppose first s=dim R/P. Then

j=dim R and xlt ..., xs is a system of parameters in R. We show xr(xi, ■ ■ - ,xs)

■ [R/P] ^ 0 by induction on s. The case s=0 is trivial. So suppose s > 0 and make the

induction hypothesis. Since xr(xu ■ ■., xs)[R/P] = xriP(>1>x1, ..., </>xs)[R/P], we can

assume R is an integral domain of Krull dimension j and we must show

Xb(xi, • • ■> xs)[R]^0. But x! is not a zero-divisor on R and so xr(xi, ■ ■ ■, xs)[R]
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=Xr/*ik(*2, ■ • • » xs)[R/xiR] and, by [6, Corollary 2, p. 65], R/x^ is a local ring of

Krull dimension s— 1. By the induction hypothesis, if f2i, • • •, Qt are the primes of

R = R/x1R such that dim R/Qi = s-l then xk(*2, • • •, xs)[R/Q,]^0 in A(.R/7).

Since K(R/I) is free and there exists at least one such Qh xn(x2> ■ • •» *s)[^]/0

completing the induction.

Now suppose s>dim R/P. We show xr(*i> • • •> ̂ s)[^/^] = 0 by induction on s.

If 5= 1 then dim R/P=0 and xl-R/P=0 for some n. So Xr(*i)W-P] = 0 by Proposi-

tion 1.2. So suppose s> 1 and make the induction hypothesis. If xx is in P then

Xb(*i, • • •> xs)[R/P] = 0 by Proposition 1.2. If xx is not in P then xr(*i, • • •> *s)[-ß/£]

=Xr/*ir(*2> • ■ xs)[RIP+xiR] by Theorem 1.6. Now in K(R/x1R) we have

[R/P+x1R] = JinQ[R/Q], where Ö ranges over primes of R containing P+XxR.

Thus dim R/Q<dim R/P^s— 1 and, by the induction hypothesis,

Xrixir(x2,---,xs)[R/Q] = 0.

Thus xr(xu • • •> -Xs) [-#/£] = 0, completing the proof.

Now we return to the case where is not necessarily a local ring. If / is an ideal

of R, not necessarily prime, then there are several ways to define height I. For our

purposes we want the following: height / is the maximum of the heights of the

minimal primes containing /. By the Krull Principal Ideal Theorem, if /= (jcl9... ,xs)

then height 75 s.

1.21. Corollary. If I=(xu..., x„) and s> height I then for all p in K(R),

XbCx,., ..., xs)p belongs to Z(R/I).

Proof. By Lemma 1.16, it suffices to show that if P is a height zero prime in R

then xr(*i, • • • > xs)[R/P] 's in Z(R/I). Now Z(R/I) = C] ker T§, where Q ranges over

the height zero primes of R/I. So it suffices to show T$xr(xi, ■ ■ •» xs)[R/P] = 0 for

all such Q. By Theorem 1.13, it suffices to show xr0(®xu ■ •> ®xs)Tq[R/P] = 0

for all minimal primes Q of I where <t>: R -> RQ is the natural map. By hypothesis,

dim RQ = height Q<s, and so, by Proposition 1.20, XroC^i. • • •> <t>xs)TQ[R/P] = 0.

In the case where R/I has finite length and s> height I Corollary 1.21 tells the

whole story. For then Z(R/I) = 0 and so xr(*i> • ■ •, xs) is the zero map. The more

interesting case is when s=height I.

1.22. Corollary. Let I=(xu ..., xs) and let Q be a minimal prime of I of height

s. IfP is a prime in R such that P^Q and dim RQ/PRQ = s then Xr(xu • • ■. X$)[R/P]

is not in Z(R/I).

Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.20 by localizing at Q.

1.23. Lemma. Let 1= (xlt..., xs) and let P be a prime of R. If there is no minimal

prime Q of I of height s such that dim Re/PRQ = s then xr(*i> ■ • ■. xs)[R/P] belongs

to Z(R/I).
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Proof. It suffices to show if Q is a minimal prime of / in R and <P: R -> RQ is the

natural map then xrq(^xi, ..., ®xs)TQ[RIP] = 0. If P$ß then TQ[R/P] = 0. If

PS Ö tnen> by hypothesis, dim RQ/PRQ<s, and Proposition 1.20 covers this case.

1.24. Corollary. Let 1= ..., xs) and let P be a prime in R. Then

Xr(xu ..., xs)[R/P] does not belong to Z(R/I) if, and only if, there exists a minimal

prime Q of I of height s such that P^Q and dim RQ/PRQ = s.

Now let öi,..., Qt be the minimal primes of / of height s and let P1,...,Pk be

the primes of R which satisfy the condition that P( is contained in some Qj and

dim RQj\PiRQj =s. Let p = n1[R/P1]-\-hnk[R/Pk] + p be an element of K(R) where

p belongs to Z(R) and suppose xr(xu • • • > xs)p belongs to Z(R/I). Now let Qu ...,

Qt, Qt+i, ■ ■ ■, Ö; be all the minimal primes of /. Then for each i=l,..., k,

Xr(xu      xs)[R/Ptl = maWQi\+ ■ ■ ■ +mii[R/Qj] + Pi,

where pt is in Z(R/I) and mu 5:0 for all /, not all mtl = 0. Then

«12 mu[RiQJ+ ■ ■ ■ +«k 2
! = 1 ( = 1

is in Z(R/I). So

(n1m11+ ■ ■ ■ +nkmkl)[R/Q1]+ ■ • • +(n1mlj+ ■ ■ ■ +nkmkj)[RIQj] = 0.

Thus

BifWu-H • • • +nkmkl = 0,

Hi/nyH-Vnkmki = 0.

Now in each column there exists at least one mü > 0. This shows that if nt > 0 for

some i then there exists an i" such that «r<0. But if p=[E] for some module £

then we can choose nt^0 for all i. This proves the following theorem.

1.25. Theorem. Let I=(xu ..., xs) and suppose s=height I. Let Qu ..., Qt be

the minimal primes of I of height s. Let Pu .. .,Pk be the primes of R which satisfy

the condition that each Pt is contained in some Q, and dim 5Q7P,/?0j. = 5. If E is an

R-module then xr(xu ■ ■ ■, xs)[E] belongs to Z(R/I) if, and only if, EPi = 0 for

1=1,..., k.

We wish finally to turn our attention to the Extension Formula. This formula

shows how the multiplicity changes under integral extension. The theorem we

shall obtain is found in [8, Theorem 6, p. 287]. Let R be a subring of R' and

suppose R' is a finitely generated 5-module. If xu ..., xs are elements of R such

that F//*i-T+ • • • +xsR' has finite length and E' is an ^'-module then

eR(xlt ...,xs\E') = ^LBiM.nR(R''/My^i^M.x,,<bM.xs \ E'u),
AT

where M' ranges over the maximal ideals of R' containing xxR'+ ■ ■ ■ +xsR' and

<IV: R' -> R'w is the natural map.
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Naturally we wish to generalize the Extension Formula to our case. It is some-

what surprising that the Extension Formula receives a much more simple formula-

tion with Grothendieck groups. Recall if 0: R -> R' is a ring homomorphism then

every finitely generated ß'-module is a finitely generated i?-module. So we obtain a

homomorphism <I>*: K(R') -> K(R) induced by the inclusion functor. If I is an

ideal in R then <E>: R/I^- R'/<b(I) is a ring homomorphism and we obtain

®*:K(R'/<!>(I))->K(R/I).

1.26. Theorem(2). Let 0: R-> R' be a ring homomorphism and let l={xu..., xs)

be an ideal of R. Then the following diagram commutes:

K(R')-^ K(R)

K(R'y<d(/)) ̂ *(*//)

To obtain the Extension Formula as stated above we apply Theorem 1.26 to the

special case where R is a subring of R' and 4>: R -> i?' is the inclusion. We need

some lemmas. The proof of the following lemma is found in [8, Proof of Theorem

6, p. 287].

1.27. Lemma. If R is a subring of R', Xx,...,xt are elements of R, and R'/xxR'

+ ■ ■ ■ +xsR' has finite length then R/xxR + ■ ■ ■ +xsR has finite length. If M' is a

maximal ideal of R' then M=M' n R is a maximal ideal of R and lRIM{R'IM')

=lRu((R'IM')M).

1.28. Lemma. If R" = R'lx^R' H-\-xsR' has finite length and Eis an R"-module

then

ö,[£] . 2LA^)LRIM.nB(R'/M')[R/M' n R]
M'

in KiR/XiR-r- ■ ■ ■ +xsR), where M' ranges over the maximal ideals of R' containing

XiR'+-r-xsR'.

Proof. Since R/x^-b ■ ■ ■ +xsR has finite length,

öjä'/a/'] = 2lRm((R'/m%)[r/m],
M

where M ranges over the maximal ideals of R containing xxR + ■ ■ ■ + xsR. Using

Lemma 1.27,

®*IR'IM'] = lRIM,nR(R'IM')[R/M' n R].

But

= Zlr-m,(Em.)®*[R'/M'] = 2LAEm.)lRIM.nR(R'/M')[R/M' n R].

(2) I would like to thank the referee for pointing out the appropriate generality for this

theorem.
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1.29. Theorem. Let R be a subring of R' and suppose R' is a finitely generated

R-module. If xu ..., xs are elements of R and R'/xxR' + ■ ■ ■ +xsR' has finite length

then

eR{xu I E') = ^LntM^niR'/M^ea'^m-Xx,<t>M.xs I E'w),
m'

where M' ranges over the maximal ideals of R' containing x,R'+ ■ ■ ■ +xsR' and

0M.: R' -> R'M. is the natural map.

Proof. Let / denote the length homomorphism. We use respectively Theorem

1.26, Corollary 1.14, and Lemma 1.28.

eR(xu ...,xs\E') = Ixnixu      xs)<5 *[£']

= l®*xAxi,---,xs)[E']

= ^ 1^*Xru.(^m'X1, <J>M>xs)[E^.]
at

= 2,LRIM,nR(R'/M')lxRu,(<&M-Xi,.... ®m-xs)[Em'\
M'

= j^L^.^iR'/My^^Xu<t>M.xs){E'M.},
m-

using in the last step that LRtM'nR(R/M' n R) = l.

2. Hilbert functions. In this section we define the Hilbert function of a

module with respect to an ideal in terms of Grothendieck groups. We prove the

Hilbert function is a polynomial for large values of n which we call the Samuel

polynomial. Then we prove a fundamental relation between the Samuel poly-

nomial and the multiplicity map.

2.1. Definition. Let / be an ideal in R and let E be an F.-module. Define

H,(n, E) = [InE/In+1E] in K(R/I). Then H,(n, E) is called the Hilbert function of E

with respect to I.

2.2. Definition. Suppose a0, alt..., a, are elements of K(R) and let

Then P(«) is called a Samuel polynomial with coefficients in K(R). The degree of P(n)

is the largest integer ; such that a,/0.

2.3. Proposition. Let P(n) = 2%=o Cn+kjkak and ß(«) = Z*=o Cn+k.A be two

Samuel polynomials with coefficients in K(R). If P(n) = Q{ri) for all sufficiently large

values of n then ak = ßkfor fc = 0, 1,..., 3.

Now let I={xu ..., xs) and let E be an 5-module. Let M = 0"=o Mn, where

Mn=InE/In + 1E. Then M is a graded module over RII[XU ..., Xs] with the

operation:

Xx{e + In+1E) = Xte+P+'E.
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So we have a graded module M which is finitely generated over R/I[XU ..., Xs]

and each graded component Mn is finitely generated as a module over R/I. But this

is sufficient to imply that the function P(n) = [Mn] in K(R/I) is a Samuel poly-

nomial of degree at most s— 1 for all sufficiently large n. The proof is by induction

on s. The case s=0 is implied by the fact that M is a finitely generated graded

module over R/I. The induction step is implied by the exact sequence:

0 —(O-.XX-i —^Mn.1^UMn^ (M/XsM)n —> 0.

Thus we have the following theorem.

2.4. Theorem. Let I=(xu ..., xs). If E is an R-module then there exists a Samuel

polynomial Pi(n, E) with coefficients in K(R/I) and degree at most s—l such that

H,(n, E) = F7(n, E) for all sufficiently large n.

Actually we find it convenient to deal not only with the Hilbert function but also

with another function which we now define. Let

Hf{n, E) = 2 E).
k = 0

Then Hf{n, E) is called the cumulative Hilbert function of E with respect to I and

takes values in K(R/I). But now let s/, be the category of /^-modules E such that

IkE=0 for some k (depending on E). Then it is easy to see that K°(sfj) is isomorphic

to K(R/I). Using the filtration E^IE=t • • • 2/n+1£ we obtain

[E/In + 1E] = 2 [IkE/Ik + 1E]
k = 0

in K(R/I). So we see that Hj*(n, E) = [E/In + 1E] for all n.

2.5. Corollary. Let I=>(xlt..., xs). If E is an R-module then there exists a

Samuel polynomial Pf{n, E) with coefficients in K(R/I) and degree at most s such that

H*(n, E)=P*(n, E) for all sufficiently large values of n.

The next theorem establishes the relationships between our general multiplicity

and Hilbert functions. First suppose P(n) is any Samuel polynomial with coefficients

in a Grothendieck group. Define AP(n)=P(n)-P(n~ 1). We note that AP(n) is a

Samuel polynomial with degree one less than the degree of P(n). In fact, if

=,?„ (* h
then

^ (n + k-l\       sv/" + '\
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For the Samuel polynomials defined in Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 we see

that APf (w, E) = Pj(n, E). More generally we see that

A*P(») =2(-l)« (k\p{n-i).

2.6. Theorem. Let I=(xx, .. .,xs). If E is an R-module then xb(*i, • • •, xs)[E]

=AsP?(n, E).

Proof. Let C=EX.1., be the Koszul complex of E generated by xlt..., xs.

For each k define the following subcomplex of C:

C«>: 0 -> 7fcC, -> /*+1C,_! ->-► 7*+,C0 -* 0,

with the differentiation of C<w induced by that of C. Then we obtain the exact

sequence of complexes:

o _> c<w -> C -> C/C(W -> 0.

By [4] we have H(Cm) = 0 for all £ sufficiently large. Then Ht(C/Cw) is isomorphic

to 7/i(C) for all i and all & sufficiently large. Thus in K°{^) we have

XR(Xl,. ..,x,)[E] - t (- 1)'[77,(C)] = 2 (- 1/WC/C«)]
i=0 i=0

i=0 (=0

= ^(-iy[QIIn-i + 1Ct]     (let r = fe4-s-l)
i = 0

= i(-i)'(JWn-i+l£]
i = 0 w

= AS[E/In + 1E] = ASP;*(«, £).

Incidentally, Theorem 2.6 can be used to prove Corollary 2.5. For if AP(w) is a

Samuel polynomial of degree at most k then P(n) is a Samuel polynomial of degree

at most k 4-1.

Theorem 2.6 shows that the multiplicity map xb(*i, •••>#») depends only on the

ideal generated by xx,..., xs and s, the number of elements used to generate the

ideal.

2.7. Corollary. Let xx,.. .,x, and yu ..., ys be elements of R such that

(xu . ..,xs) = I=(y1,. ..,y,). Then xb(*i, ..., xs) = XbCvi> • ..,y,). Furthermore, if

O^n^s and OSm^s then

XRKxi.xn)(xn+i, . . ., Xs)Xr(xU ■ • •> xn) = XRKvi.       )(ym+u      y*)xR(yu • ••> ym)-

2.8. Corollary. Let xlt...,x, and yx,.--,ys+x be elements of R such that

{xu ..., xs) = I=(y1,.. .,y,+ i). Then xbLVi, ■■■,ys+i) = 0.
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We introduce the notation n(I) to denote the minimal cardinality of a set of

generators of the ideal /.

2.9. Corollary. Let I=(xl3..., xs). If for some R-module E, xr(*i, ■ ■ ■, xs)[E]

/0, then s = n(I).

We note that we have shown above degree P*(n, E) <. y.{I) for an ß-module E.

Now we wish to establish a result for the Samuel polynomial analogous to

Theorem 1.6 for multiplicities.

2.10. Lemma. Let I be an ideal and let x belong to I. Then

H,(n, E) = H*xR{n, *)//»£].

Proof. This follows from the exact sequence:

0 —>(In + 1E: x)/InE —► E\rE      £//" + lE —> E/In+1E+xE —► 0.

Now suppose I=(xly..., xs). There exists a Samuel polynomial Q(n) such that

Q(n)=[(In + 1E:x1)/InE] for sufficiently large values of n. Thus

AP*(n, E) = P*XlR(n, E/XlE)-Q(n)

and so

As£*(«, E) = A°-ip*XlB(n, E/XlE)-A°-iQ(n).

Thus

Xb(xi, •.., xs)[E] = Xb/xib(^2, • ■ •. x,)[E/x1E]-As-1Q(n)

which implies

As_1f2(«) = xb„iB(*2, • • .,ORP:xO«] - As_1P;%lK(n, (0:jcx)ä).

Thus we have shown the following:

2.11. Proposition. If I={xu ..., xs) then

AP*(n, E) = EIXlE)~P*XiR(n, (0:Xl)E)+P(n),

where P(n) is a Samuel polynomial of degree <s— 1.

We wish to conclude this section with some results concerning the degree of the

Samuel polynomial.

2.12. Proposition. Let S be a multiplicatively closed set in R. If P*(n, E) =

Ik = o Cn+k,kak then P;*Bs(«, £s) = 2"=o Cn+k,kTs(ak). In particular,

degree P*Rs(n, Es) = degree Pf{n, E).

Now we make the observation that, by Theorem 2.6, xsCxi. • • •> xs)[E]^0

implies degree P*(n, E) = s. In particular, if R is a local ring of Krull dimension s

and / is primary for the maximal ideal then, by Proposition 1.20, degree P*(n, R) = s.
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Return now to the general case, R a ring, / an ideal. Suppose P*(n, E)

= Z™=o Cn+kikak. Define s to be the reduced degree of P*(n, E) if os is not in

Z(R/I) but ak is in Z(R/I) for k>s. Obviously reduced degree P*(n, E)<. degree

Pf{n, E) and equality holds if Z(R/I)=0.

2.13. Proposition. Reduced degree P*{n, R)=height I.

Proof. Let Q\,...,Q} be the minimal primes of / and let Qt be the image of Qt

in R/I. Suppose P*(n, ß) = 2"=o Cn+kikak and has reduced degree s. Since Z(R/I)

= nf-i ker r5l, there exists an i such that röl(as)^0. So reduced degree

/>,*(«, R) = max {degree P,*So(n, RQl)}

= max {dim RQ} = max {height gj = height /.
i i

3. Miscellaneous results. In this section we prove two results of a somewhat

special nature. Recall if E is an ß-module a sequence xlt..., xs of elements of R

is an ^-sequence of length s if xt is not a zero-divisor on £/(xx,..., *i_i)£ for

i=l,.. .,s.

3.1. Proposition. If I is an ideal which is generated by an E-sequence of length s

then //,*(«, E) = Cn+s.s[£//£] /or all n.

Proof. We proceed by induction on s. The case s=l follows from the exact

sequence:

0 -+ xE+(0:xn)E ^E^xnE/xn+1E->0.

So suppose s>l and make the induction hypothesis. Suppose /= (yu ..., ys)

where yi,...,y, is an ^-sequence. By [5] there exists an ^-sequence xu..., x,

such that /=(*i,..., xs) and any permutation of xu ..., xs is an ^-sequence. By

Lemma 2.10,

H,{n, E) = J7//XlJI(», E/x^-K^Exx^/PE].

Since x2,..., xs, is an £-sequence, (In+1E:x1)/InE=0. Since x2,..., xs is an

f/x^-sequence, the result is now established using the induction hypothesis.

Now we wish to look at the Grothendieck group of a polynomial extension of a

ring R. Let R[X] be the polynomial extension of R by an indeterminate X. Let x

denote the multiplicity map Xmx:(X). Since R[X]/XR[X] is isomorphic to R,

x: K(R[X]) -» K(R). We have a natural map T: K(R) -> A^iAl) induced by the

exact functor -<giRR[X].

3.2. Proposition, x^ «     identity on K(R).

With the aid of Proposition 3.2 we give an example of an ideal / and a module £

where reduced degree P*(n, £)^degree P*{n, £). Let g be the rationals and let

R=Q[y, z] subject to the relation y2+z2= 1. Then R is a Dedekind Domain but is

not a Unique Factorization Domain. In fact, (y, z— 1) is a prime ideal in R which
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is not principal. For a Dedekind Domain, K(R) is isomorphic to Z © C(R), where

C(R) is the ideal class group of R [3, §4, n°. 8]. This implies that [R/(y, z — 1)] is a

nonzero element of K(R). However [R/(y, z— 1)] belongs to the subgroup Z(R) of

K(R), where Z(7?) is isomorphic to C(R). Now consider the ring R[X] and let

7=A7?[A']. Let E=R/(y, z-1) <8>BR[X]. Using the notation above, x[E] =

[R/(y, z-l)]^0 in #(5). Since x is just the multiplicity map, x[E]=AP^(n, E),

which implies the degree of P*(n, E) is one. But, since X[E] is in Z(R), the reduced

degree of P*(n, E) is zero.
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